
D214 AC3 Side Two - Futures Markets 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

We begin on the floor of the 

New York Mercantile Exchange (or NYMEX as it is known), 

where commodity futures are traded. 

KEVIN CASEY: 

I'm a managing director for Bear Sterns, and I'm an oil 

trader in the crude oil pit in New York. Er most of my 

orders are fed through my corporation and through my 

clerks on the floor. Er give me instructions whether 

to buy or to sell, specific prices, specific 

quantities. I then er go into the trading ring itself 

and execute what my orders are on those tickets, 

whether it be a buy order for example, buy a hundred 

December crude oil at the market. I'll ask what the 

market is, the market could be eighteen, nine, eighteen 

dollars and ninety cents, bid at eighteen dollars and 

ninety two cents, so I have to try to buy them at 

eighteen ninety one, better for my customer. I'll 

verbally and physically try to get my attention known 

in the ring, to try to get my price off at eighteen 

ninety one. If I can't I'll have to go on and hit the, 

I'll have to go on and take the offer at eighteen 

ninety two. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

Is that always as noisy as this? 
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KEVIN CASEY: 

It can get twice as noisy or three times as noisy, 

depending on market conditions and volatility and the 

amount of IMS traded throughout the day. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

Do you ever get a real panic on the Exchange here? 

KEVIN CASEY: 

I don't know if you'd say panic. It's more of a er 

adrenalin rush where some of your locals are long and 

they see that there's er commission house buying come 

into the market or trade buying and they'll join along 

with it. Er to try to er make money for themselves. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

In the quiet of his office, I asked Patrick Thompson, 

President of NYMEX, to explain how it works. 

PATRICK THOMPSON: 

By analogy, much like the London Stock Exchange, it is 

a membership organisation, the members of which 

generally engage in the brokerage business for the 

instruments that are traded on the exchange. They are 

the vehicle by which the public can take part in the 

activity, the financial activity of the institution. 

The New York Mercantile Exchange in particular offers 

futures contracts and options contracts on basic energy 

products - crude oil, heating oil, gasoline, natural 

gas. The purpose of those instruments is basically to 

provide a financial outlet to manage price risk in the 

physical commodity itself. For example in the past 

year er crude oil prices have fluctuated between levels 

of $16 per barrel and $22 per barrel. That has a 

tremendous impact on for instance the assets in the 

ground of a producer of oil and has a tremendous impact 

on the bottom line of a concern such as that. So a 

futures contract is a standard financial contract that 

permits the ability of a producer, er who has to try to 
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lock in value of the assets in the ground, permits a 

vehicle to be used that can do that over a longer 

period of time. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

But how is the trading in futures contracts actually 

conducted? 

PATRICK THOMPSON: 

Trading is conducted very recently in two ways. First, 

trades are registered on the floor of the Exchange, the 

outside customer is represented by the broker on the 

floor of the exchange, who carries out the orders of 

the customer as to price and guantity that the customer 

wishes to purchase or sell. That has been the 

time-honoured er US way of trading futures, which is 

open outcry on the floor of the Exchange. In the last 

several years, in an attempt to broaden the 

participation to the market, particularly in 

international commodities such as crude oil. Er 

electronic trading systems have been developed which 

actually permit the trader in other time zones to more 

conveniently access the market through er trading done 

electronically through computer terminals. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

Having heard the way trading is done in the open outcry 

system, we went to find out what happens with trading 

on the electronic systems. Scott is a trader in one of 

New York's major electronic trading companies. 

SCOTT: 

In the evening after five o'clock New York time is when 

the electronic system opens, and that's when I become 

the electronic trader. Er and then I do the same thing 

with the customers only if they give me an order then I 

have to place it electronically er through the keyboard 

rather than the old fashioned way which is to pick up 

the telephone and call the floor and and give the order 
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to a floor broker. 

The er total number of contracts that have traded so 

far we're talking about in an hour and fifteen minutes, 

since the market opened is seven hundred and eleven 

November contracts and one hundred eighteen December 

contracts. No other months have traded. Now to put 

that into perspective, during the normal open outcry 

session at NYMEX an average day's volume will be, could 

probably eighty to ninety thousand contracts in that 

six hour session. Well you can tell at this rate in an 

hour and fifteen minutes we've done less than a 

thousand so we're certainly at a much slower trading 

pace in the evening than we are during the day. 

Now there are times when the activity will pick up if 

something happens after the close of the regular 

session such as the API statistics, but other 

statistics come out or other events can occur anywhere 

in the world which might affect the marketplace. Er 

generally the er the greatest spurt of activity on 

ACCESS comes much later which is during the time when 

the London market is open in the wee hours of our 

morning, four o'clock, five o'clock a.m. Our ACCESS 

session overlaps London, er completely, so that er any 

activity that takes place in Asia or in Europe that 

might affect the marketplace will have an immediate 

impact on our screen, as it does on the IPE in London, 

the International Petroleum Exchange which is the the 

UK futures exchange for energy. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

Jane D'Arista is an academic at Boston University and 

an expert on these kinds of markets. 

JANE D'ARISTA: 

Well, a futures contract is er an obligation to buy or 

sell a commodity or a financial instrument at er some 

time in the future. And er one gets into such a 
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contract because one has the need er to be certain 

about a price in the future. And, of course, one 

cannot be certain about a price in the future of any of 

these entities. If you were selling corn and you 

wanted to be certain that three months from now when 

you harvest your corn it will be er cover your expenses 

and you will not get into a situation where you have to 

sell below market price, then you would take a contract 

and settle the price. You forego any possibility of 

getting a larger gain, of course. But your reason for 

doing this may be that you want to protect yourself 

against a below cost price. The same would be true in 

the case of a foreign exchange contract in the futures 

market. If you were an exporter of automobiles er then 

you want to be absolutely certain that when you get 

paid for the automobiles and convert the currency in 

which you're paid back to your own, it is at a price 

which is commensurate with the cost and profit of the 

product that you're selling. When you get into the 

more esoteric financial futures, which are the 

Euro-currency deposits and er the government 

securities, which now have proliferated throughout 

Europe as well as the United States, you are guarding 

against changes in interest rates and prices, 

obviously, for these securities er in the future. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

Is there a secondary market in these, I mean, once 

these kind of contracts are, are er created? Is there, 

do they circulate in a secondary market? 

JANE D'ARISTA: 

Yes, they do when they are traded on the exchanges. Er 

the, there are two markets, actually, for these kinds 

of contracts. Um, I would say the commodities markets 

are all exchange markets although banks are beginning 

to get into some of the over the counter er business 

with commodities as well. It's very small. Banks are 

involved in futures and options on financial 
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instruments. That over the counter market is huge; it 

is unknown; there are no records kept; er no regulatory 

strategies; um no information on prices during the day, 

etc. But er on the exchanges there are contracts. 

They can be traded. The exchange itself is a counter 

party to the contract. Er there are price limits 

during the day, there are margin requirements. In 

other words, there's a general market structure that 

works. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

What then, is the key to the differences between the 

exchange trading systems in commodities and financial 

futures trading? 

JANE D'ARISTA: 

At the moment you have er the exchange is a floor and 

people are on that floor actually trading with one 

another. Er they write slips of paper and those slips 

of paper are given to people who then put it into a 

computer and there is a flash which shows what the 

price was at which this transaction took place. So 

that's a transparent market in that we know what is 

happening in that market. And an over the counter 

market is what the banks have been doing er for a very 

long time now in foreign exchange and that is a 

telephone market. And it is, in the case of foreign 

exchange, without er screens, without any reporting of 

er the prices of transactions. It's a very gentlemen's 

agreement type market. It's the biggest market in the 

world, the foreign exchange market per se, which is 

both spot and futures, or forwards as they're called in 

that market, and it's a trillion dollar a day turnover. 

GRAHAME THOMPSON: 

I asked Jane D'Arista why the financial futures 

contracts in particular had grown so quickly and what 

the problems with this growth were. 
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